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TWO AMERICAN, DISTINCT, BUT NOT UNLIKE, REALITIES

Coincidentally, in approximately the same time frame, June 7, 2019 found America commemorating 
both the 156th remembrance of the Battle of Gettysburg (July 1-3, 1863) and the 75th anniversary of D-Day (June 6, 
1944).  Quoting Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower from his, Order of the Day to the troops, he said:  “The eyes of the world 
are upon you.  The hopes and prayers of liberty-loving people everywhere march with you.”  (WSJ June 7, 2019.)  
Ironically, in 1955 President Eisenhower runs the nation from his farm in Gettysburg, VA while recovering from a heart 
attack.  America is in the Cold War, and so it is said that the site of a fight for freedom and unity is a fitting background... 
243 Eisenhower Farm Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325.  Wikipedia 

D-Day Allied casualties   figures have generally been estimated at 10,000, including 2,500 dead. US 
National D-D Memorial Foundation.  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/.../d-day.../the-allied-casualties-figures-for-d-
day-have-gene...  German casualties on D-Day, meanwhile, have been estimated to be between 4,000 and 9,000 killed, 
wounded or missing. The Allies also captured some 200,000 German prisoners of war.   https://www.history.com/news/d-
day-casualties-deaths-allies 

Gettysburg casualties   totaled 23,049 for the Union (3,155 dead, 14,529 wounded, 5,365 missing). 
Confederate casualties were 28,063 (3,903 dead, 18,735 injured, and 5,425 missing), more than a third of Lee's 
army.  (https://www.historynet.com/battle-of-gettysburg)                          

Five days following the end of the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln was assassinated. 
(https://www.history.com/topics/american-civil-war/abraham-lincoln-assassination )   

* * * * * 
Kurt Vonnegut had this to say about war:  Still Speaking To The War Weary

Heard on All Things Considered  by Tom 
Vitale  May 31, 2011 Author, Kurt Vonnegut, 
died in 2007 at age 84.  Marty Reichenthal/AP  
Kurt Vonnegut Courtesy www.vonnegut.com 
Rosemary Carroll 

Kurt Vonnegut's blend of anti-war 
sentiment and satire made him one of the  most 
popular writers of the 1960s, a time when 
Vietnam dominated the headlines in a way the country's current wars do not. On Thursday, the Library of 
America is republishing four novels written when Vonnegut was at his height of popularity — Cat's Cradle; 
God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater; Slaughterhouse-Five and Breakfast of Champions.  The central theme in 
Vonnegut's fiction from the 1960s is the irrationality of governments and the senseless destruction of war. In a 
1987 interview, Vonnegut said he was determined to write about war without romanticizing it.

"My own feeling is that civilization ended in World War I, and we're still trying to recover from that," he 
said. "Much of the blame is the malarkey that artists have created to glorify war, which as we all know, is 
nonsense, and a good deal worse than that — romantic pictures of battle, and of the dead and men in uniform 
and all that. And I did not want to have that story told again."

So he approached the subject with humor. His breakthrough to millions of readers came in 1963, with 
his fourth novel, Cat's Cradle, about a secret military experiment, called "Ice Nine," that leads to the destruction 
of civilization. But his most striking anti-war statement came six years later, and was quickly adapted by 
Hollywood.   Slaughterhouse-Five   depicts the firebombing of Dresden by Allied warplanes in 1945. The city was 
destroyed. More than 100,000 civilians were killed.                                                 (Please see over.)



The novel is semi-autobiographical. Like its hero, Vonnegut was an American POW, imprisoned in a 
Dresden slaughterhouse during the air raid.  "The destruction of Dresden was my first experience with really 
fantastic waste," he explained. "To burn down a habitable city and a beautiful one at that ... I was simply 
impressed by the wastefulness, the terrible wastefulness, the meaninglessness of war."  Kurt Vonnegut, 1991.  
What made them readable in the 1960s makes them readable now, says Offit — as does their continued 
relevance.  "There is a serious theme that runs through," Offit explains. "And that theme — that concept of our  
inhumanity and our self-destruction, and our irrationality — if anything is becoming stronger.  God, you read 
the Times in the morning, it seems like Kurt Vonnegut's worst nightmare has come true."  In a 1991 interview, 
shortly after the Gulf War, Vonnegut said he was saddened by what he saw in America."We have become such a 
pitiless people," Vonnegut lamented. "And I think it's TV that's done it to us. When I went to war in World War 
II, we had two fears.  One was we would be killed. The other was that we might have to kill somebody.  And 
now killing is Whoopee.  It does not seem much anymore.  To my generation, it still seemed like an 
extraordinary thing to do, to kill."  Commentary:  A Growing Appetite For Vonnegut's Books by Sidney Offit 

                                                                                                                                                                                    

In 'Varina,' A Confederate Contemplates Her Complicity
Heard on Morning Edition, National Public Radio,  April 10, 2018, by Steve Inskeep  (Excerpted.)

Varina by Charles Frazier

Charles Frazier used to think he'd said enough about the Civil War. In Cold Mountain, he'd written an 
acclaimed novel that became an Oscar-winning movie.  "After Cold Mountain, I never thought I wanted to write 
about the Civil War again," he says in an interview. "But as the past three or four years have shown, it's not done 
with us — as a country, as a culture."

We still have competing visions of America.  And Charles Frazier's new novel Varina offers a fictional 
version of a real-life Confederate.

Jefferson Davis was the president of the Confederacy, and Varina Davis was his wife — the 
Confederate first lady. It's Varina who caught Frazier's attention. His novel depicts Mrs. Davis long after the 
war, when she's a widow and moves, as Varina did in real life, to the North. She tries to remake herself as a 
writer, though the past keeps returning to haunt her.

Interview Highlights:      On what drew Frazier to write about Varina

I was very interested in this figure who was peripheral to all of those enormous, destructive, horrible 
elements of American history who continued evolving in her thinking. She was never perfect, and to my mind, 
it's only really the greatest heroes who are able to rise totally above the values of their culture, and she certainly 
wasn't that. But I really liked the idea of a character struggling to move forward, to stay engaged with the world. 
And she, at some point, said: I'm not going back to Richmond, to the South, until it's “feet-first in a box.” ...

And the thing that kept pulling me in is her continuing to examine the lead-up to the war, her complicity, 
that sense of the consequences of being on the wrong side of history, those kinds of things.

It is certainly the way I see it sometimes. Dealing with the commemoration of those kinds of things — 
we certainly need to remember, and we need to remember the causes, and we need to remember that part of the 
reason the Civil War keeps rearing its head is because we never resolved the issues that rose from the ownership 
of human beings: the issues of race, dealing with aftermath of slavery, all those things that we're still carrying 
with us. 

 Danny Hajek and Shannon Rhoades produced and edited this interview for broadcast.  Patrick 
Jarenwattananon adapted it for the Web.    Please join the Vigil on Monday's Noon-1pm.  Vigil for Peace


